Welcome to
American Lamprecht Transport Inc.

Transport
Services
Globally active with
tailor-made solutions
Operating globally — with customized
counselling and tailor-made options,
including door-to-door transport services.

Air Freight
Sea Freight
Swiss to U.S.
Logistics

lamprechtusa.com

On water, on land, or in the air,
American Lamprecht Transport Inc.
is optimally linked internationally
and at home.

Worldwide and efficient.
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Wherever your goods need to be delivered –
you can rely on our many years of experience and our
fully comprehensive and customized service offers.

Since the founding of the enterprise in
1968 under New York state law as a
subsidiary of Lamprecht Transport Ltd.,
established in 1945 by A. Lamprecht in
Switzerland and still family-owned, we
embody customized transport and logistics
solutions. We commit ourselves to this day
after day – with numerous subsidiaries in various
specialty areas and markets. We are proud that
we can count renowned and globally active
companies among our long-term clients —
enterprises that appreciate the value of an innovative
and reliable partner.
But these are not the only reasons why American Lamprecht Transport Inc. could also
be a partner of interest for your company and its transport requirements:
• We are the subsidiary of a family-owned and independent Swiss family enterprise with
a long-term horizon and sustainable operation.
• We focus on individual and customized solutions, offering a maximum of flexibility
and provision for quick decision-making.
• We ensure high reliability at all levels and, with our solutions, optimize the price,
quality & performance relationship.
On the following pages, we wish to provide you with an overview of our services and an insight
into our enterprise. We are already looking forward to you contacting us.

Gary Warnecke
President American Lamprecht Transport Inc.
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About American Lamprecht Transport Inc.
Employees: approx. 100
Branches in the United States: Chicago, New York, Baltimore, Denver, Los Angeles, Houston,
Greenville-Spartanburg, Miami, San Fransisco

Lamprecht Companies abroad:
Lamprecht Transport Ltd., Basel/Switzerland (mother company) with branches
in Embrach/Zurich, Ramsen/SH, St. Gall, Airports in Basel, Geneva, Zurich
• Transport and logistics services worldwide
Lamprecht Pharma Logistics Ltd., Basel
• Global transport and logistics services for pharmaceutical products
• Transport and storage of temperature controlled products
• Packaging and Commissioning
• Certified for GMP & GDP Compliance/Swissmedic
Expo-Cargo Ltd., Basel and Zurich
• Worldwide trade fair and event logistics

American Lamprecht’s 50th Anniversary
celebration hosted in Orlando, Florida at
the Hard Rock Café.
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History
of American Lamprecht Tranport Inc.
(ALT)

A family enterprise makes history
Founded in 1945 by A. Lamprecht in Basel, Switzerland, American
Lamprecht, Inc., was incorporated as a subsidiary under New

Adolf Lamprecht Sr. (taken in the 1950s)

York state law in 1968. This family-owned, Swiss company has
experienced success due to years of hard work and the tireless
commitment of the ALT employees.
Specialists at strategically-located branches in Chicago, New York,
Los Angeles, Houston, Greenville-Spartanburg, Miami, Denver,
Baltimore, and San Francisco understand today’s shipping business.
American Lamprecht Transport, Inc. believes in a partnership based
on mutual respect between all parties—the cornerstone of a lasting
and successful business relationship.

Lamprecht Airfreight bus getting loaded up for
the day with freight.

Lamprecht Airfreight bus getting loaded up for
the day with freight.

Adolf Lamprecht Sr. (middle) sitting with son Adolf Lamprecht Jr. (left) founded Lamprecht
Transport on January 1, 1945
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Founding Fathers

Thomas Lamprecht
Presented on this day, the 24th day of February
2018, American Lamprecht Transport dedicates
this plaque of honor of Mr. Thomas Lamprecht,
CEO and Chairman of the Board at American
Lamprecht.
In the 200 years since taking over from his
father as the third leader of the Lamprecht
worldwide organization, Thomas Lamprecht
has guided an expansion to 9 offices in the
United States, 7 offices in Switzerland, and the
founding of the companies Lamprecht Pharma
Logistics and Expo Cargo.
We honor him today for his character as a
man beloved by all who have the pleasure to
work with him. His deft and steady-handed
leadership has created a model ensuring the
enduring future of the Lamprecht organization.

Adolf Lamprecht

Adolf Lamprecht Sr.

July 19, 1927 — October 5, 1998

December 3rd, 1898 — June 24th, 1971

On June 24, 1971, Adolf Lamprecht II took
Charge of Lamprecht Transport organization,
continuing his father’s vision. He would guide
the company for 27 continuous years of profit
without a loss, and navigate the organization
into the beginning of the computer age. Under
his leadership, American Lamprecht opened its
second branch in Chicago — Lamprecht had
exceeded in having over 200 employees and
achieved the distinction of being in business for
over 50 years.

On January 1, 1945, Adolf Lamprecht created
Lamprecht Transport. On August 17th of that
year, in a shipment that was the first of its
kind, a convoy of trucks transported 90 tons of
fresh fish from Denmark to Basel, Switzerland
through war-torn Germany. This event firmly
established the capability and future of
Lamprecht Transport.

Presented on this day, the 24th of February
2018, American Lamprecht Transport honors
Mr. Adolf Lamprecht. He is remembered for his
compassion, his value, and his commitment to
the employees of the company. It is through
the foundation of those principles and values,
that the company adopted, and which still exist
today, that we gratefully recognize and carry on
his legacy.
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Presented on this day, the 24th of February
2018, American Lamprecht Transport honors
Mr. Adolf Lamprecht Sr., founder of Lamprecht
Transport and American Lamprecht. Far beyond
his own expectations, the company he created
would grow to become a world-renowned
international freight forwarder, employing
hundreds of personnel from around the world.
It is through the foundation he created, and
his principles and values, that we gratefully
recognize and carry on his legacy.

2014 American Lamprecht Transport acquires Senrac

Milestones

Transportation Services to add to its Houston branch
operations.

2016 American Lamprecht Transport merges with
Seabridge International Freight, operating as SeabridgeLamprecht and opens its 7th branch office.

1966 Lamprecht Transport opens a satellite office
in New York to manage traffic between the USA and
Switzerland.

2016 American Lamprecht Transport acquires a
significant shareholder position with Amcar Freight
and the named is changed to Amcar-Lamprecht, which
re-establishes the presence in Miami for American
Lamprecht.

1968 American Lamprecht Transport Inc, a US
Corporation under the laws of the state of New York is
born.

1975 The second office of American Lamprecht

2017 American Lamprecht Transport acquires Denver

Transport is opened in Chicago.

Customs Brokerage in and opens its 8th branch in Denver,
Colorado.

1981 American Lamprecht Transport acquires Jean Dill
Customs Brokerage and opens the third office.

2018 American Lamprecht Transport merges with

1998 After 17 years, American Lamprecht Transport

Benchmark Worldwide Transportation — operating as
“Benchmark Lamprecht” to add to the Houston branch
operations.

opens it’s fourth office in Los Angeles.

2003 The company becomes approved as a

2018 American Lamprecht Transport opens its 9th office

CT-PAT certified forwarder.

in San Francisco to give the company presence for the first
time in the four corners of the continental United States
— including the northern and southern midwestern
United States as well.

2005 American Lamprecht Transport opens its 5th
branch in Miami.

2010 American Lamprecht Transport opens its 6th

2018 American Lamprecht Transport celebrates 50 years

branch in Houston.

in business.

Lamprecht Transport undergoes a Logo makeover before heading to the
U.S.A. in 1968.
American Lamprecht JFK offices handles a special shipment with Seaboard
World Airlines.

Taken early 80s is the dedicated Lamprecht Air cargo Truck that ran from
New York to the office in Greenville, SC.

Another special cargo shipment handled by American Lamprecht offices in
Chicago which opened in 1975 by Hans Peter Widmer.
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Sea Freight

International
Sea Freight Shipping

The most economical type of

Take Advantage of
Excellent Sea Freight Rates

transport for goods worldwide.

• Send More
• Spend Less
• Transport Safely

Why Sea Freight?
For highly bulky cargo like auto parts,
industrial machinery, or mass quantities
of IBC containers, ocean freight is
the most reliable shipping method.
Ships are one of the longest standing
methods for linking trade markets all
over the globe and thus a cost-effective
way to transport a large amount of
machinery or totes in one shipment.
With access to a multitude of reliably
staffed ports throughout the world,
tracking the arrival of your goods is just
as simple as shipping them.

More Affordable
The costs associated with water transport are much less when compared to transport
by road, rail, or even air – especially when shipping high-volume, high-weight goods.
This means a significant reduction in freight shipping rates so that you have extra
money in your company budget for other business matters.
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Eco-Friendly Economy
Many things leave carbon footprints on the Earth, but
when compared to railroads, airplanes, or highway travel,
ocean freight is known for having the most minimal
impact. Ships consume much less fuel, and a lot more
can fit on a freight transport ship than a plane or rail.
You can safely transport materials, save money for your
business, as well as play an important role in protecting
the environment.

Weekly Sea Freight
Consolidations
22-26 Day
Door-to-Door Shipping
Every week a container is
packed with parcels and sent to
New York and Charleston for a
quick door to door delivery.

American Lamprecht Transport Inc. handles
general cargo, container payloads or project
loadings with leading international shipping
companies. Combined transports (sea/air freight)
are ideal if the consignment has to reach its
destination quickly but at less cost than pure
air freight. American Lamprecht Transport Inc.
can provide you with a complete quote for your
ocean freight shipments.
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Air Freight

Dependable

When it has to go faster.

Air Freight Services
Stress-Free Shipping
of Scheduled or
Last-Minute Cargo

Affordable Air Transport
Fewer packing materials are required to protect your
materials from bumps and drops, and transit times
are quicker. Whether you are shipping medical items,
temperature-sensitive/perishable goods or industrial
materials, you’ll benefit from efficient and affordable
shipping. American Lamprecht Transport, Inc. knows
the ways and means and offers you fully comprehensive
services for air freight, from door to door.

• Faster
• More Affordable
• Global Flexibility

Unparalleled Speed
There’s no question that planes are faster than sea or land transport, and with the majority
of airports sending new flights out on the hour, your time-sensitive cargo will make it to its
destination easily. Tracking updates for freight flight takeoffs, landings, and final arrivals are equally
quick and up to date. And because fewer hops are required with air transport due to strategic
locations throughout the world, money is saved along with valuable time.
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Logistics
Although air freight negates most of the need for
warehouse storage between locations, there are still
many administrative factors that need to be managed
when it comes to all air cargo services. Paperwork
required for customs and material receiving is all
handled for you and can be easily customized for
routine shipments, as well as when a situation arises
that needs quick handling.

Air Freight
Weekly Consolidations
3-6 Day Door-to-Door Shipping
Every week a container is packed
with parcels and sent to New York
and Charleston for a quick door to
door delivery.

Firmly booked freight space capacities make
even short-notice transports possible and add to
uniquely competitive conditions.

11
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Swiss-US Transport
Affordable & Efficient Options for Swiss Exports

American Lamprecht and
Lamprecht Transport Deliver

3

High Frequency of Departures

Weekly containers
shipping

Reliable Transit Times
Professional Shipment Processing

1

4

Switzerland to
US Transit

Freight
Consolidations

Air & Sea

2

5

Ocean Transport
of Goods
Swiss to US transport
of goods by sea in
19-21 days
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Basel Switzerland
to the US

Save Time
Ocean containers are
sealed in each location
and trucked directly to
the port reducing time
in examinations and
customs clearances.

American Lamprecht Swiss-US Trade Line
This allows for custom clearances and regulatory hurdles
to be overcome so the goods can move immediately
from Basel to the port for shipping.

Lamprecht and American Lamprecht have been
providing efficient transportation from Switzerland
and Western Europe to the United States and abroad
for over 75 years. Starting with Post World War II
recovery, trucking shipping enabled local companies
to distribute throughout Europe and then expand to
international distribution over time.

Freight consolidations run every week, providing
transportation from Switzerland and Western Europe
in as little as 19 to 21 days. This is a significant savings
of approximately 40% of the traditional shipping time.
Once on the water, these containers then arrive in
New York, Charleston, or other parts of entry for quick
redistribution.

Lamprecht Switzerland and American Lamprecht are
the gold standards for precision efficiency and delivery.
The process starts with efficient freight acquisition and
consolidation. At the source, Lamprecht’s vast trucking
resources on the ground in Switzerland and Western
Europe allow for quick and easy transport to freight
consolidation locations. Freight consolidation in Basel
is another key part of the process. The Lamprecht lines
are the most efficient available for export from Western
Europe to foreign ports.

American Lamprecht creates port to port delivery
options for Swiss and Western European goods to the
US. American Lamprecht provides a transcontinental
footprint in the United States with 9 locations for the
final completion of delivery to end destinations with
ease.
There are several keys to the process that allows
Lamprecht and American Lamprecht to maintain this
efficient shipping line.

Freight consolidation in Basel provides efficient
packaging and processing of goods with sealed
containers in Basel to speed the process along the way.
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Logistics: Warehousing & Servicing
Optimal in planning and execution

Worldwide Logistics Solutions Firm
American Lamprecht Transport, Inc. offers comprehensive services in the areas of logistics and
warehousing: packaging, repackaging, labeling, tagging, neutralization, and compilation to name
a few. Even administrative tasks, such as the production of dispatch documentation, belong in our
comprehensive portfolio of services. We hold capacities throughout the U.S. and abroad. Whether
bulky goods, small items, hazardous or temperature-sensitive products, our high-bay warehouses,
bulk storage areas, hazardous material depots, and cold storage areas are ready for your customized
solution.

Outsourcing
Procurement
Warehouse Management
Temperature-controlled storage
Order Processing
Picking
Compilation
Neutralization
Labeling
Packaging
Distribution
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External Warehousing Resources

Warehouse Solutions Across the US
American Lamprecht provides warehouse management, distribution,
and fulfillment services — Find the ideal setting to store your
products with no hassle or stress.

Parcel
Packages
Pallet/Skid

Store your merchandise with
complete peace of mind

Truck Loads

Whether you are storing perishables, moving items between
locations, or storing access production, American Lamprecht can
help. Our versatile warehouse systems allow us to securely store
and efficiently pick and pack your products for shipment.

ClimateControlled
Warehousing
Climate-controlled
warehousing capability
is vital to our variety of
partners. Our facilities
will ensure your products
are safely and efficiently
maintained at your
desired temperature.
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SWITZERLAND
1. BASEL HEAD OFFICE
Lamprecht Transport Ltd.
Peter Merian-Strasse 48
P.O. Box
4002 Basel
P +41 61 284 74 74
F +41 61 284 74 44
mailbox@lamprecht.ch

2. EMBRACH/ZURICH

Lamprecht Transport Ltd.
Embraport 3/Building Z
CH-8424 Embrach
P +41 44 866 21 11
F +41 44 866 21 12
mailbox.embrach@lamprecht.ch

3. ZURICH AIRPORT

Lamprecht Transport Ltd.
Freight Building West
P.O. Box 194
CH-8058 Zurich-Airport
P +41 43 816 25 12
F +41 43 816 42 12
mailbox.zrhair@lamprecht.ch

4. RAMSEN

Lamprecht Transport Ltd.
Warehouse Petersburg
CH-8262 Ramsen
P +41 52 742 80 80
F +41 52 742 80 98
mailbox.ramsen@lamprecht.ch

5. ST. GALL

Lamprecht Transport Ltd.
Oberstrasse 149
P.O. Box 1238
CH-9001 St. Gall
P +41 71 272 13 50
F +41 71 272 13 55
mailbox.stgallen@lamprecht.ch

6. GENEVA

Lamprecht Transports SA
Freight Building
P.O. Box 1072
CH-1211 Geneva 5 Airport
P +41 22 798 77 88
F +41 22 798 70 44
mailbox.geneva@lamprecht.ch

7. TRADE FAIR & EVENT LOGISTICS
Expo-Cargo Ltd.
Peter Merian-Strasse 50
CH-4052 Basel
P +41 61 284 79 90
info@expo-cargo.ch
www.expo-cargo.ch
Expo-Cargo Ltd.
Freight West 1
P.O. Box
CH-8058 Zurich
P +41 43 816 61 80
info@expo-cargo.ch
www.expo-cargo.ch

8. PHARMACEUTICAL LOGISTICS
Lamprecht Pharma Logistics Ltd.
Dürrenhübelstrasse 7
CH-4133 Pratteln
P +41 61 284 77 77
F +41 61 284 77 99
mailbox@lamprecht-pharma.ch
www.lamprecht-pharma.ch

9. TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS
FEAG International
Freight Forwarders Ltd.
Oberstrasse 149
P.O. Box 626
P +41 71 223 35 52
F +41 71 223 35 39
mailbox@feagint.ch
www.feagint.ch

GERMANY
10. WEIL AM RHEIN
Lamprecht Transport Ltd.
Lustgartenstrasse 1
DE-79576 Weil am Rhein
P +41 61 631 23 77
F +41 61 631 20 09
mailbox@lamprecht.ch

11. DUBAI, U.A.E.
SALES OFFICE

Lamprecht Transport Ltd.
Representative Office Dubai
P.O.Box No. 17041
Dubai U.A.E.
P +971 4 805 9745
F +971 4 805 9442
usman.khan@lamprecht.ch
www.lamprecht.ch

UNITED STATES
12. NEW YORK

American Lamprecht Transport, Inc.
700 Rockaway Turnpike
Lawrence, NY 11559
P +1-516-239-6200
F +1-516-239-0844
altnyc@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com

13. HOUSTON

American Lamprecht Transport, Inc.
16302 Aldine Westfield Road
Houston, TX 77032
P +1-281-227-1667
F +1-281-227-3607
althou@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com
Benchmark Cartage
16302 Aldine Westfield Rd
Houston, TX 77032
P +1-281-821-8310
F +1-281-821-9333
benchmarkcartage.net

14. CHICAGO

American Lamprecht Transport, Inc.
929 AEC Drive
Wood Dale, IL 6019
P +1-847-364-0555
F +1-847-364-9350
altord@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com

15. GREENVILLE

American Lamprecht Transport, Inc.
197 Ridgeview Center Drive Suite B
Duncan, SC 29334
P +1-864-433-8585
F +1-864-433-8555
altgsp@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com

16. DENVER

American Lamprecht Transport, Inc.
10200 E. Girard Ave Bldg B-233
Denver, CO 80231
P +1-720-662-7300
F +1-720-662-7320
altden@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com

17. LOS ANGELES

American Lamprecht Transport, Inc.
5200 W. Century Blvd,
Suite 805
Los Angeles, CA 90045
P +1-310-645-4736
F +1-310-645-5985
altlax@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com

18. BALTIMORE

Seabridge Lamprecht
800 S. Conkling St.
Baltimore, MD 21224
P +1-410-633-0550
F +1-410-633-0556
altbwi@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com

19. MIAMI

AmCar Lamprecht Transport Inc.
10100 NW 25 Street
Miami, FL 33172
P +1-305-599-8866
F +1-305-599-2808
sales@amcarlamprecht.com
www.amcarfreight.com

20. SAN FRANCISCO

American Lamprecht Transport Inc.
61 Airport Blvd, Suite A
South San Francisco, CA 94080
P +1-650-273-1465
F +1-650-273-1469
altsfo@lamprechtusa.com
lamprechtusa.com

